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The following problem is investigated for certain Hilbert function spaces: for a
given A G 0 find the infimum of the set of B G 0 such that the inequality
5 Žk . 5 2 5 5 2 5 Ž r . 5 2x F A x q B x ,2 2 2
 4for k, r g N j 0 , 0 F k - r, holds for all sufficiently smooth functions. An
analogous problem is investigated under some restrictions on the spectrum of
functions. Q 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w . w x Ž .Let G s R, G s T s 0, 2p , or G s y1, 1 . Denote by L G the2
spaces of all measurable functions x: G “ R such that
1r2
25 5 5 5 < <x s x [ x t dt - ‘.Ž .2 L ŽG. H2 ½ 5
G
w x r Ž .If G is R, y1, 1 or T and r g N, denote by L G the space of all2
functions x such that x Ž ry1. are locally absolutely continuous and x Ž r . g
Ž . r Ž . Ž . r Ž . ŽL G , and set L G s L G l L G in the case G s T we mean2 2, 2 2 2
1 The first author was supported in part by ISEP under Grant QSU081007.
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Ž . r Ž . .that spaces L G and L G consist of 2p-periodic functions . Note that2 2
r Ž . Ž . w xL G ; L G , if G s y1, 1 or G s T.2 2
w xIt is well known that the exact inequality of Hardy et al. 2 ,
5 Žk . 5 2 5 5 2Ž1yk r r . 5 Ž r . 5 2 k r rx F x x , k g N, 0 - k - r , 1Ž .2 2 2
r Ž .holds for every function x g L R .2, 2
Ž . r Ž .We have from the inequality 1 that for any A ) 0 and any x g L R2, 2
krrŽ .1ykrr ryk rkrA r y k2 2 2Žk . Ž r .5 5 5 5 5 5x F x x .2 2 2½ 5 ½ 5ž /r y k rA
Using Young’s inequality
a p b p9 1 1
ab F q , q s 1, 1 F p - ‘, a, b ) 0,
p p9 p p9
r r r Ž .with p s and p9 s we obtain for any A ) 0 and any x g L R2, 2r y k k
the following inequality:
Ž .ryk rkk r y k2 2 2Žk . Ž r .5 5 5 5 5 5x F A x q x . 2Ž .2 2 2ž /r rA
This inequality is the best possible in the following sense: given A ) 0 the
infimum of constants B such that the inequality
5 Žk . 5 2 5 5 2 5 Ž r . 5 2x F A x q B x 3Ž .2 2 2
r Ž .holds for all functions x g L R is equal to2, 2
Ž .ryk rkk r y k
. 4Ž .ž /r rA
Ž . ŽAs it is well known the inequality 1 and consequently the inequality
Ž .. r Ž .2 holds true for any function x g L T . Furthermore for any function2, 2
r Ž .x g L T the inequality2, 2
5 Žk . 5 2 5 Ž r . 5 2x F x 5Ž .2 2
Ž Ž . .i.e., the inequality 3 with A s 0 and B s 1 holds. However, the
Ž . Ž .constant 4 is not the best possible for a given constant A in general.
Therefore the first problem which will be studied in this paper is the
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following:
For a given A G 0 find the infimum of constants B such that the
( ) r ( )inequality 3 holds for all functions x g L T .2, 2
Ž .We will denote this infimum by F T; r, k; A and will discuss this
problem in Section 2. We will investigate also the analogous problem in
r Ž .the presence of some restrictions on the spectrum of functions x g L T .2, 2
2Ž .ytLet L R be the space of all measurable functions x: R “ R such2, e
that
1r2
‘ 22 yt2y t5 5 5 5 < <x s x [ x t e dt - ‘,Ž .2 2, e H½ 5
y‘
r 2 r 2Ž . Ž ry1.yt y tlet L s L R be the space of functions x: R “ R such that x2, e 2, e
is locally absolutely continuous and x Ž r . g L yt 2 , and finally let2, e
r 2Ž . r 2Ž . 2Ž .yt y t y tL R s L R l L R .2, 2, e 2, e 2, e
The second problem is the following:
For any given A ) 0 find the infimum of such constants B that the
inequality
5 Žk . 5 2 yt 2 5 5 2 yt 2 5 Ž r . 5 2 yt 2x F A x q B x 6Ž .2, e 2, e 2, e
r 2Ž .I tholds for all functions x g L R .2, 2, e
Ž .We will denote this infimum by F R; r, k; A and will discuss this
problem in Section 3. We will also investigate in this section the analogous
problem in the presence of some restrictions on the spectrum of functions
r 2Ž .ytx g L R .2, 2, e
w xNote that Bojanov and Varma 1 investigated this problem for polyno-
Ž .mials some more complete information will be given in Section 3 .
Furthermore, we will present in Section 3 some exact inequality for
5 5 yt 2? -norms of intermediate derivatives in multiplicative form in the2, e
presence of restrictions on a spectrum of functions.
Now let
1r2
r1 2 25 5x [ 1 y t x t dt , r s 0, 1, 2, . . . ,Ž . Ž .2, r H½ 5
y1
Žw x. w xand L y1, 1 be the space of all measurable functions x: y1, 1 “ R2, r
5 5 r Žw x.such that x - ‘ and let L y1, 1 be the space of functions2, r 2, r
Žw x. Ž ry1. wx g L y1, 1 such that x is locally absolutely continuous in y1 q2
x Ž . Ž r . Žw x.« , 1 y « for any « g 0, 1 and x g L y1, 1 .2, r
The third problem reads as follows:
For any given A ) 0 find the infimum of constants B such that the
inequality
5 Žk . 5 2 5 5 2 5 Ž r . 5 2x F A x q B x2, k 2 2, r
r ([ ])holds for all functions x g L I1, 1 .2, r
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Žw x .We will denote this infimum by F y1, 1 ; r, k; A and will discuss this
problem in Section 4. We will discuss also in this section the analogous
problem in the presence of some restrictions on the spectrum of functions
r Žw x.x g L y1, 1 .2, r
w xNote that Rafalson 3 investigated the problem on exact inequalities for
r Žw x.functions x g L y1, 1 in multiplicative form under some restrictions2, r
Žon the spectrum of functions some further information will be given in
.Section 4 .
2. INEQUALITIES FOR PERIODIC FUNCTIONS
Let
1
in te t [ e , n g Z, t g RŽ .n 2p
2p
c x s x t e t dtŽ . Ž . Ž .Hn n
0
be Fourier coefficients of a function x, and let
c x e tŽ . Ž .Ý n n
ngZ
be the Fourier series of a function x.
r Ž .For any x g L T , 0 - k - r, and any A G 0, we will have with the2, 2
help of Parseval’s equality
5 Žk . 5 2 < < 2 2 k < < 2 < < 2 2 kx s c x n F A c x q c x n y AŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý2 n n n
ngZ ngZ ngZ
n/0 n/0
n 2 k y A2 2 22 r5 5 < < 5 5s A x q c x n F A xŽ .Ý2 2n 2 rnngZ
n/0
n 2 k y A 2 2 r< <q max c x nŽ .Ý n2 rnngN ngZ
n/0
n 2 k y A2 2Ž r .5 5 5 5s A x q max x .2 22 rnngN
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Setting
n 2 k y A
w A , n [Ž . 2 rn
the above inequality can be written in the form
5 Žk . 5 2 5 5 2 5 Ž r . 5 2x F A x q max w A , n x .Ž .2 2 2
ngN
Our goal now is to find for a given A G 0 the value of the
max w A , n .Ž .
ngN
For n g N, set
2 ry2 k2 ry2 kn y n y 1Ž .2 k2 kc n s n n y 1 .Ž . Ž . 2 r2 rn y n y 1Ž .
Ž . Ž .Note that c 1 s 0, c n “ ‘ if n “ ‘ and
c n - c n q 1 7Ž . Ž . Ž .
for any n G 1. Indeed, in view of Cauchy’s theorem
r y k2 k2 k y2 kc n s n n y 1 u , n y 1 - u - n .Ž . Ž . n nr
Ž .Thus, the inequality 7 is equivalent to the inequality
r y k r y k2 k 2 k2 k y2 k 2 k y2 kn n y 1 u - n n q 1 uŽ . Ž .n nq1r r
or
2 k2 kn y 1 un
- .ž / ž /n q 1 unq1
However, the last inequality is evident because n y 1 - u and u -n nq1
n q 1.
Let us consider the difference
2 k2 kn y A n y 1 y AŽ .
d s w A , n y w A , n y 1 s y .Ž . Ž .n 2 r 2 rn n y 1Ž .
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We will have for n G 2
2 r 2 k 2 r2 k 2 r 2 rn n y 1 y n n y 1 y A n y 1 q AnŽ . Ž . Ž .
d sn 2 r2 rn n y 1Ž .
2 r 2 k 2 r2 r 2 r 2 kn y n y 1 n n y 1 y n n y 1Ž . Ž . Ž .
s A y2 r 2 r2 r 2 rž /n n y 1 n y n y 1Ž . Ž .
2 r 2 ry2 k2 r 2 ry2 kn y n y 1 n y n y 1Ž . Ž .2 k2 ks A y n n y 1Ž .2 r 2 r2 r 2 rž /n n y 1 n y n y 1Ž . Ž .
2 r2 rn y n y 1Ž .
s A y c n .Ž .Ž .2 r2 rn n y 1Ž .
If for a given A G 0 the value n is such that0
c n F A F c n q 1 ,Ž . Ž .0 0
then for n F n we obtain, taking into account the equality0
sgn d s sgn A y c n ,Ž .Ž .n
that d G 0, and consequently,n
w A , 1 F w A , 2 F ??? F w A , n .Ž . Ž . Ž .0
In the case n ) n we have d F 0 and, therefore,0 n
w A , n G w A , n q 1 G ??? .Ž . Ž .0 0
Thus
n 2 k y A
max w A , n s max s w A , nŽ . Ž .02 rnngN ngN
Ž . Ž .if c n F A F c n q 1 .0 0
r Ž .We have proved that for any A G 0 and any x g L T the inequality2, 2
n 2 k y A02 2 2 2 2Žk . Ž r . Ž r .5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5x F A x q x s A x q w A , n x 8Ž . Ž .2 2 2 2 202 rn 0
Ž . Ž .holds if c n F A F c n q 1 .0 0
Ž . Ž .Let us show that for a given A the constant w A, n in 8 is the best0
Ž . Ž .possible. Let x t s cos n t . Then, the inequality becomes an equality0
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because
5 Žk . 5 2 2 k 5 5 2x s pn , x s p2 20
and
5 Ž r . 5 2 2 rx s pn .2 0
Therefore, we have proved the following.
THEOREM 1. Let k, r g N, k - r. Then for any A G 0 and any x g
r Ž .L T2, 2
n 2 k y A02 2 2 2 2Žk . Ž r . Ž r .5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5x F A x q x s A x q w A , n x 9Ž . Ž .2 2 2 2 202 rn 0
Ž . Ž .holds if n is such that c n F A F c n q 1 .0 0 0
Ž . Ž .Gi¤en A, the constant w A, n in 9 is the best possible; i.e.,0
n 2 k y A0
F T; r , k ; A s , 10Ž . Ž .2 rn 0
Ž . Ž .where n is such that c n F A F c n q 1 .0 0 0
Ž . Ž .The function F T; r, k; A defined by 10 is continuous, linear on any
w Ž . Ž .xinterval c n , c n q 1 , and for any n G 1
2 k2 kn y n y 1Ž .
F T; r , k ; c n s .Ž .Ž . 2 r2 rn y n y 1Ž .
Claim that
Ž .ryk rk2 kn y A k r y k0
- .2 r ž /r Arn 0
To do this let us consider the function
Ž .ryk rkk r y k 1 A
f A s y q .Ž . 2 ry2 k 2 rž /r Ar n n
We obtain
Ž .ryk rkk r y k r 1
yŽ rr k .f 9 A s 1 y A qŽ . 2 rž /ž /r Ar k n
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Ž .and the condition f 9 A s 0 implies
r y k
2 kA s n .0 ž /r
Ž .Now we have f A s 0 and our statement is proved.0
Let T be the set of trigonometric polynomials of order F n. Then2 nq1
in view of the Bernstein type inequality we have for any t g T and any2 nq1
k g N
5 Žk . 5 k 5 5t F n t . 11Ž .2 2
Ž . kTherefore for x s t the inequality 3 holds with B s 0 for any A G n .
Ž .By repeating with obvious modifications the proof of Theorem 1 we
obtain that for any k, r g N, k - r, any t g T , and any 0 F A F nk2 nq1
the following holds:
5 Žk . 5 2 5 5 2 5 Ž r . 5 2t F A t q max w A , n t .Ž .2 2 2
ngN
nFn
We will compute the value
max w A , n .Ž .
ngN
nFn
Ž . 2 kNote that c n q 1 F n . Indeed,
2 ry2 k 2 ry2 kn q 1 y nŽ . Ž .2 k 2 kc n q 1 s n q 1 nŽ . Ž . 2 r 2 rn q 1 y nŽ . Ž .
2 r 2 ry2 k 2 kn q 1 y n n q 1Ž . Ž . Ž .
2 ks n 2 r 2 rn q 1 y nŽ . Ž .
2 r 2 rn q 1 y nŽ . Ž .
2 k 2 kF n s n .2 r 2 rn q 1 y nŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Let c n F A F c n q 1 , where n F n. Then0 0 0
max w A , n s w A , n s max w A , n .Ž . Ž . Ž .0
ngN ngN
nFn
Ž . 2 k Ž . Ž .If c n q 1 F A F n , i.e., in the case when c n q 1 F A F c n q 1 ,0 0
where n G n q 1, we obtain, taking into account the relations0
w A , 1 F w A , 2 F ??? F w A , n F ??? F w A , n ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0
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that
n2 k y A
max w A , n s w A , n s .Ž . Ž . 2 rnngN
nFn
Therefore we have proved the following
THEOREM 2. For any k, n, r g N, k - r, any t g T , and any A such2 nq1
that 0 F A F n2 k
5 Žk . 5 2 5 5 2 5 Ž r . 5 2t F A t q B t , 12Ž .2 2 2
where
B s w A , nŽ .0
Ž . Ž .if c n F A F c n q 1 , n - n, and0 0 0
B s w A , nŽ .
Ž . 2 kif c n F A F n .
Ž . 2 kThe inequality 12 is the best possible for any A with 0 F A F n .
Ž . 2 k Ž .Note that in the case c n F A F n the inequality 12 makes the
Ž . Ž .inequality 11 sharper because the right hand part of 12 is strictly less
2 k 5 5 2 Ž .than n t for any t g T , t / a cos nt q b , a, b g R.2 2 nq1
r Ž . Ž .Consider the set of functions x g L T such that c x s 0 for2, 2 n
< < Ž r Ž ..n F n y 1 we will denote the set of such functions by L T; n . The2, 2
r Ž .following inequality is well known for functions x g L T; n :2, 2
12 2Ž r .5 5 5 5x F x .2 22 rn
Thus for any k - r
12 2Žk . Ž r .5 5 5 5x F x . 13Ž .2 22 ry2 kn
r Ž . Ž .Therefore for functions x g L T; n inequality 3 holds with the con-2, 2
stants A s 0 and B s 1rn2 ry2 k.
Ž .Let A ) 0. By repeating with obvious modifications the proof of
r Ž .Theorem 1, we obtain that for any k, r g N, k - r, and any x g L T; n2, 2




Let us find the value of
max w A , n .Ž .
ngN
nGn
Ž . Ž .First let c n F A F c n q 1 , where n F n. Then0 0 0
w A , n G w A , n q 1 G ???Ž . Ž .
and consequently
max w A , n s w A , nŽ . Ž .
ngN
nGn
Ž .if A F c n q 1 .
Ž . Ž ..Let now c n F A F c n q 1 , where n G n q 1. In this case we0 0 0
have that
max w A , n s max w A , n s w A , n .Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0
ngN ngN
nGn
Therefore we have proved the following.
r Ž .THEOREM 3. For any k, n, r g N, k - r, for any x g L T; n , and for2, 2
any A G 0
5 Žk . 5 5 5 5 Ž r . 5x F A x q B x , 14Ž .2 2 2
where
B s w A , nŽ .
Ž .if A F c n q 1 , and
B s w A , nŽ .0
Ž . Ž .if c n F A F c n q 1 , n G n q 1.0 0 0
Ž .The inequality 14 is the best possible for any A G 0.
Ž . Ž .Note that in the case 0 - A F c n q 1 , the inequality 14 makes the
Ž . Ž .inequality 13 sharper, because the right hand part of 14 is strictly less
y2 rq2 k 5 5 2 r Ž . Ž .than n x for any x g L T; n , x / a cos nt q b , a, b g R.2 2, 2
2Ž .yt3. INEQUALITIES IN THE SPACE L R2, e
w x ŽVarma 4 investigated for algebraic polynomials of degree n we will
.denote the set of such polynomials by p exact inequalities of the formn
Ž .6 . Varma found such exact estimations for r s 2, 3, 4 and 0 - k - r F n.
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w xLater Bojanov and Varma 1 gave a family of exact inequalities of the
Ž .form 5 for each r F n, and 0 - k - r. They proved the following.
THEOREM A. Let k, r, and n be arbitrary integer numbers satisfying the
requirements 0 - k - r F n. Then the inequality
n2 2 2nŽk . Ž r . k r2 2 2y t y t y t5 5 5 5 5 5x F A x q 2 k!y A2 r ! x 15Ž .2, e 2, e 2, e½ 5ž /ž / rk
holds for e¤ery x g p and any A such thatn
k
A F .ryk2 r n y k ??? n y r q 1Ž . Ž .
Ž .Inequality 15 becomes equality for x s H , wheren
dn2 2n t ytH t [ y1 e eŽ . Ž .n ndt
are the Hermite polynomials.
We will give in this section the complete solution of the problem on
Ž .exact constants in the inequality 6 and in particular the complete solution
of the problem considered by Bojanov and Varma.
Set
H tŽ .n
H t s .Ž .n 2y t5 5H 2, en
XŽ . Ž .Taking into account the equality H t s 2nH t , we obtain thatn ny1
2Žk . k2y t5 5H s 2 w n ,Ž .2, en k
where
w t s t t y 1 ??? t y j q 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .j
Let
‘ 2yta x s e x t H t dt.Ž . Ž . Ž .Hk n
y‘
Ž .The inequality 6 is impossible if
2Žk . 2y t5 5A - H 2, ery1
Ž . Ž . Ž .because we have in view of 6 that for x t s H tmy 1
2Žk . 2y t5 <H F A.2, ery1
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r 2Ž .ytUsing Parseval’s equality we will have for any x g L R and any2, 2, e
2 2y t5 5A G H 2, ery1
2 2Žk . 2 Žk .2 2y t y t5 5 5 5x s a x HŽ .Ý2, e 2, en n
nGk
22 2 Žk . 2y t5 5s A a x q a x H y AŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý 2, en n n
nGk nGk
2Žk . 2y t5 5H y A2, en22 2 Ž r . 2y t5 5F A a x q a x HŽ . Ž .Ý Ý 2, en n n 2Ž r . 2y t5 5H 2, enGk nGr n
2Žk . 2y t5 5H y A2, en2 2Ž r .2 2y t y t5 5 5 5F A x q sup x2, e 2, e2Ž r . 2y t5 5HnGr 2, en
5 5 2 yt 2 5 Ž r . 5 2 yt 2F A x q sup w A , n x ,Ž .2, e 2, e
nGr
where
2Ž r . k2y t5 5H y A 2 w n y AŽ .2, en k
w A , n [ s .Ž . r2Ž r . 2y t 2 w n5 5 Ž .H r2, en
Our goal now is to find the exact value of
sup w A , n .Ž .
nGt
Let
d s w A , n y w A , n y 1 .Ž . Ž .n
We have
2 kw n y A 2 kw n y 1 y AŽ . Ž .k k
d s yn r r2 w n 2 w n y 1Ž . Ž .r r
A w n y w n y 1 y 2 k w n w n y 1 y w n w n y 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .r r r k k rs r2 w n w n y 1Ž . Ž .r r
w n y w n y 1 w n w n y 1 y w n w n y 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .r r r k k rks A y 2r2 w n w n y 1 w n y w n y 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .r r r r
w n y w n y 1Ž . Ž .r rs A y c n ,Ž .r2 w n w n y 1Ž . Ž .r r
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where
w n w n y 1 y w n w n y 1 kŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .r k k rkc n s 2 s 1 y w nŽ . Ž .kž /w n y w n y 1 rŽ . Ž .r r
k 2Žk . 2y t5 5s 1 y H ,2, enž /r
and consequently
sgn d s sgn A y c n .Ž .Ž .n
Note that
2k Žk . 2y t5 5c r s 2 w r y 1 s H .Ž . Ž . 2, ek ry1
Furthermore ;n G r c - c and c “ ‘ when n “ ‘.n nq1 n
2Žk . 2y t5 5If for a given A G H the value n is such that2, ery1 0
c n F A F c n q 1 ,Ž . Ž .0 0
then for n F n we have, taking into account the equality0
sgn d s sgn A y c n ,Ž .Ž .n
that d G 0, and consequently,n
w A , r F w A , r q 1 F ??? F w A , n .Ž . Ž . Ž .0
In the case n ) n we have d F 0 and, consequently,0 n
w A , n G w A , n q 1 G ??? .Ž . Ž .0 0
Therefore
sup w A , n s w A , nŽ . Ž .0
nGr
if the value n is such that0
c n F A F c n q 1 .Ž . Ž .0 0
2Žk . r2 2y t5 5 Ž .ytWe have proved that for any A G H and any x g L R2, ery1 2, 2, e
5 Žk . 5 2 yt 2 5 5 2 yt 2 5 Ž r . 5 2 yt 2x F A x q w A , n x 16Ž . Ž .2, e 2, e 2, e0
Ž . Ž .when c n F A F c n q 1 .0 0
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2Žk . 2y t5 5 Ž . Ž .Given A G H the constant w A, n in 16 is the best possi-2, ery1 0
ble because the inequality becomes equality for x s H .n 0
We have proved the following theorem.
2Žk . 2y t5 5THEOREM 4. Let k, r g N, k - r. Then for any A G H and2, ery1
r 2Ž .ytany x g L R2, 2, e
5 Žk . 5 2 yt 2 5 5 2 yt 2 5 Ž r . 5 2 yt 2x F A x q w A , n xŽ .2, e 2, e 2, e0
2Žk . 2y t5 5H y A2, en2 20 Ž r .2 2y t y t5 5 5 5s A x q x2, e 2, e2Ž r . 2y t5 5H 2, en 0
2 kw n y AŽ .k 02 2Ž r .2 2y t y t5 5 5 5s A x q x 17Ž .2, e 2, er2 w nŽ .r 0
Ž . Ž .holds if c n F A F c n q 1 .0 0
2Žk . 2y t5 5 Ž . Ž .For a gi¤en A G H the constant w A, n in 17 is the best2, ery1 0
possible; i.e.,
2 kw n y AŽ .k 0
F R, r , k , A s w A , n s 18Ž . Ž . Ž .0 r2 w nŽ .r 0
Ž . Ž .if n is such that c n F A F c n q 1 .0 0 0
Ž . Ž .Note that the function F R, r, k, A defined by 18 is continuous on
w Ž . . w Ž . Ž .xc r , q‘ , linear on any interval c n , F c n q 1 , n G r, and
w n y w n y 1Ž . Ž .k k
F R, r , k , c n s .Ž .Ž . ryk2 w n y w n y 1Ž . Ž .Ž .r r
For polynomials x g p we haven
2 2Žk . 2 Žk .2 2y t y t5 5 5 5x s a x HŽ .Ý2, e 2, en n
kFnFn
2 2 2Žk . 2 Žk .2 22y t y t y t5 5 5 5 5 5F H a x s H x , 19Ž . Ž .Ý2, e 2, e 2, en n n
kFnFn
2Žk . 2y t5 5 Ž .and consequently if A G H then the inequality 6 holds with2, en
such A and B s 0. Therefore considering the problem on exact inequality
Ž .of the type 6 for polynomials we will suppose that
2 2Žk . Žk .2 2y t y t5 5 5 5H F A F H .2, e 2, ery1 n
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For such an A, we find as above
5 Žk . 5 2 yt 2 5 5 2 yt 2 5 Ž r . 5 2 yt 2x F x q sup w A , n x ,Ž .2, e 2, e 2, e
rFnFn
whereas earlier
2Žk . k2y t5 5H y A 2 w n y AŽ .2, en k
w A , n [ s .Ž . r2Ž r . 2y t 2 w n5 5 Ž .H r2, en
Our goal now is to find the exact value of
sup w A , n .Ž .
rFnFn
Remember that
2Žk . 2y t5 5c r s HŽ . 2, ery1
and note that
k 2 2Žk . Žk .2 2y t y t5 5 5 5c n s 1 y H - H .Ž . 2, e 2, en nž /r
Analogously to Theorem 2 we can now prove
2Žk . 2y t5 5THEOREM 5. Let k, r, n g N, k - r - n. Then for any H F A2, ery1
2Žk . 2y t5 5F H and any x g p2, en n
5 Žk . 5 2 yt 2 5 5 2 yt 2 5 Ž r . 5 2 yt 2x F A x q w A , n xŽ .2, e 2, e 2, e
2Žk . 2y t5 5H y A2, en2 2Ž r .2 2y t y t5 5 5 5s A x q x2, e 2, e2Ž r . 2y t5 5H 2, en
2 kw n y AŽ .k2 2Ž r .2 2y t y t5 5 5 5s A x q x 20Ž .2, e 2, er2 w nŽ .r
2 2k Žk . Žk .2 2y t y tŽ . Ž .5 5 5 5if c n s 1 y H F A F H .2, e 2, en nr
Ž . Ž .If c n F A F c n q 1 , r F n F n y 1, then0 0 0
5 Žk . 5 2 yt 2 5 5 2 yt 2 5 Ž r . 5 2 yt 2x F A x q w A , n x . 21Ž . Ž .2, e 2, e 2, e0
2 2 2Žk . Žk . Ž r .2 2 2y t y t y t5 5 5 5 5 5For a gi¤en H F A F H the constants at x in2, e 2, e 2, ery1 n
Ž . Ž .20 and 21 are the best possible.
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Ž .Note that Bojanov and Varma’s result Theorem A coincides with the
Ž .inequality 20 . Indeed, setting
2Žk . 2y t5 5H y A2, en
B s 2Ž r . 2y t5 5H 2, en
Ž .we can rewrite 20 in the form
2 2 2 2 2Ž r . Žk . Ž r . Ž r .2 2 2 2 2y t y t y t y t y t5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5x F H y B H x q B x .½ 52, e 2, e 2, e 2, e 2, en n
The condition
k 2 2Žk . Žk .2 2y t y t5 5 5 5c n s 1 y H F A F HŽ . 2, e 2, en nž /r
is equivalent to the condition
2Žk . 2y t5 5k H k2, en
0 F B F s .2 rykŽk . 2y t5 5 2 r n y k ??? n y r q 1Ž . Ž .r H 2, en
Therefore we obtain Theorem A.
Ž . Ž .Note also that inequality 20 makes more precise the inequality 19
Ž .because, using the inequalities 20 and
2 2 2Ž r . Ž r .2 2 2y t y t y t5 5 5 5 5 5x F H x ,2, e 2, e 2, en
we have that
2Žk . 2y t5 5H y A2, en2 2 2Žk . Ž r .2 2 2y t y t y t5 5 5 5 5 5x F A x q x2, e 2, e 2, e2Ž r . 2y t5 5H 2, en
2Žk . 2y t5 5H y A2, en2 2 2Ž r .2 2 2y t y t y t5 5 5 5 5 5F A x q H x2, e 2, e 2, en2Ž r . 2y t5 5H 2, en
2 2Žk . 2 2y t y t5 5 5 5s H x .2 e 2, en
r 2Ž . r 2Ž .yt y tDenote by L R; n the set of functions x g L R such that2, 2, e 2, 2, e
a x s 0 for n s k , . . . , n y 1.Ž .n
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r 2Ž .ytFor x g L R; n , we have2, 2, e
2Žk . 2y t5 5H 2, en2 2 2Žk . 2 Žk . 2 Ž r .2 2 2y t y t y t5 5 5 5 5 5x s a x H s a x HŽ . Ž .Ý Ý2, e 2, e 2, en n n n 2Ž r . 2y t5 5H 2, enGn nGn n
2 2Žk . Žk .2 2y t y t5 5 5 5H H2, e 2, en n2 2Ž r . Ž r .2 2y t y t5 5 5 5F sup x s x .2, e 2, e2 2Ž r . Ž r .2 2y t y t5 5 5 5H HnGn 2, e 2, en n
We obtain the inequality of Favard type,
2Žk . 2y t5 5H 2, en2 2Žk . Ž r .2 2y t y t5 5 5 5x F x . 22Ž .2, e 2, e2Ž r . 2y t5 5H 2, en
Ž .This inequality shows us that the inequality 6 holds for any function
2 2r Žk . Ž r .2 22 y t y tŽ . 5 5 5 5ytx g L R; n with A s 0 and B s H r H .2, e 2, e2, 2, e n n
Let A ) 0. Then, as we have discussed above, we obtain
5 Žk . 5 2 yt 2 5 5 2 yt 2 5 Ž r . 5 2 yt 2x F x q sup w A , n x .Ž .2, e 2, e 2, e
nGn
It is easy to verify that
sup w A , n s w A , nŽ . Ž .
nGn
Ž .if 0 F A F c n q 1 and
sup w A , n s w A , nŽ . Ž .0
nGn
Ž . Ž .if c n F A F c n q 1 , n G n q 1.0 0
Therefore we have proved the following
r 2Ž .ytTHEOREM 6. Let k, r, n g N, k - r - n. Then for any x g L R; n2, 2, e
5 Žk . 5 2 yt 2 5 5 2 yt 2 5 Ž r . 5 2 yt 2x F A x q w A , n x 23Ž . Ž .2, e 2, e 2, e
Ž .if 0 F A F c n q 1 and
5 Žk . 5 2 yt 2 5 5 2 yt 2 5 Ž r . 5 2 yt 2x F A x q w A , n xŽ .2, e 2, e 2, e0
Ž . Ž .if c n F A F c n q 1 , n G n q 1.0 0
5 Ž r . 5 2 yt 2For a gi¤en A G 0 the constants at x in these inequalities are the2, e
best possible.
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Ž . Ž .Note that inequality 23 makes more precise the inequality 22 of
Favard type.
r 2Ž .ytFor functions x g L R, r , we obtain now the inequality of2, e
Hardy]Littlewood]Polya type in multiplicative form.
We get
2 2Žk . 2 Žk .2 2y t y t5 5 5 5x s a x HŽ .Ý2, e 2, en n
nGk
2Žk . 2y t5 5H 2, en22 Ž r . 2y t5 5s a x HŽ .Ý 2, en n 2Ž r . 2y t5 5H 2, enGr n
2Ž k r r .2Ž1yk r r . 2Žk r r . Ž r . 2< < < < 5 5 yts a x a x HŽ . Ž .Ý n n n 2, e
nGr
2Žk . 2y t5 5H 2, en2Ž1yk r r .Ž r . 25 5 yt= Hn 2, e 2Ž r .½ 52y t5 5H 2, en
2Žk . 2y t5 5H 2, en 2Žk r r .2Ž1yk r r . 2Žk r r . Ž r . 2< < < < 5 5 ytFsup a x a x H .Ž . Ž .Ý n n n 2, e2 k r rŽ r .½ 52y t5 5HnGr 2, e nGrn
Using Gelder’s inequality, we obtain
2Žk . 2y t5 5H 1ykrr2, en2 2Žk . 2y t5 5 < <x F sup a xŽ .Ž .Ý2, e n2 k r rŽ r .½ 52y t5 5HnGr 2, e nGrn
krr
2 2Ž r . 2y t< < 5 5= a x HŽ .Ý 2, en nž /
nGr
2Žk . 2y t5 5H 2, en 2Ž1yŽk r r .. 2Žk r r .Ž r .2 25 5 5 5yt y ts sup x x .2, e 2, e2 k r rŽ r .½ 52y t5 5HnGr 2, en
Let us find
2Žk . k2y t5 5H 2 w n w nŽ . Ž .2, en k k
sup s sup s sup2 k r r krr krrŽ r . r½ 52y t5 5H 2 w n w nnGr nGr nGrŽ . Ž .2, e Ž . Ž .n r r
n n y 1 ??? n y k q 1Ž . Ž .
s krr
n n y 1 ??? n y k q 1 n y k ??? n y rŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
1ykrr
n n y 1 ??? n y k q 1Ž . Ž .Ž .
s .krr




n n y 1 ??? n y k q 1Ž . Ž .Ž .
f n s logŽ . krr
n y r ??? n y rŽ . Ž .Ž .
ky1 ry1r y k kŽ .
s log n y i y log n y i .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýr ris0 isk
We have
ky1 ry1r y k 1 k 1Ž .
f 9 n s y .Ž . Ý Ýr n y i r n y iis0 isk
Since any component in the first sum is less than any component in the
second sum we obtain
f 9 n - 0,Ž .
and consequently
1ykrr2Žk . 2y t5 5H w r r !Ž . Ž .2, en k
sup s s .2 k r r krrŽ r .½ 52y t r y k !5 5 Ž .H w rnGr Ž .2, e Ž .n r
We have proved
2y tTHEOREM 7. For any function x g L2, e
1ykrrr !Ž . 2Ž1yk r r . 2Žk r r .2Žk . Ž r .2y t 2 25 5 5 5 5 5yt y tx F x x .2, e 2, e 2, er y k !Ž .
The inequality is exact and becomes an equality for x s H .r
w x ŽNote that this inequality is an analogue of Rafalson’s result 3 see also
.Section 4 for more information .
4. INEQUALITIES ON A FINITE INTERVAL
 Ž .4‘ w xLet X t be an orthonormal on a y1, 1 system of Legendrek 0
Ž 5 5 .polynomials in particular X s 1 and let2, 0k
1
c x s x t X t dt , n s 0, 1, . . . ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Hn n
y1
be the coefficients of Fourier]Legendre of a function x.
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w xRafalson 3 proved the following.
r Žw x.THEOREM B. Let r, k g N, 0 - k F r y 1. Then for any x g L y1, 12, r
such that
c x s 0 for n s k , . . . , r y 1,Ž .n
the inequality
G1r2 r q k q 1Ž . 1yk r r k r rŽk . Žk .5 5 5 5 5 5x F ? x ? x 24Ž .2, k 2, 0 2, r1r2 k r2 rG r y k q 1 G 2 r q 1Ž . Ž .
Ž .holds true where G is the gamma function. The inequality 24 is exact and
becomes an equality for x s X .r
We will find a family of exact inequalities of the form
5 Žk . 5 2 5 5 2 5 Ž r . 5 2x F A x q B x , 25Ž .2, k 2 2, r
r Žw x.for any x g L y1, 1 and any 0 - k - r.2, r
r Žw x.If x g L y1, 1 then2, r
‘




2 25 5x s c x .Ž .Ý2, 0 n
ns0
Ž w x.It is known see for example 3 that for such x and any k F r
‘ n q k !Ž .2Žk . 25 5x s c x .Ž .Ý2, k n n y k !Ž .nsk
Let x g p . Thenn
nn q k ! n q k !Ž . Ž .2 2Žk . 25 5 5 5x F max c x F xŽ .Ý2, k 2, 0nn y k ! n y k !kFnFn Ž . Ž .nsk
and we obtain for x g p the following inequality of Markov]Bernsteinn
type:
n q k !Ž .2 2Žk .5 5 5 5x F x . 26Ž .2, k 2, 0n y k !Ž .
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n q k !Ž . Ž .The constant in 26 is the best possible because one can obtain the
n y k !Ž .
Ž .equality in 4 for x s X .n
r Žw x. Ž .Since p ; L y1, 1 it follows from the exactness of 26 thatry1 2, r
Ž .there is no constant B G 0 such that inequality 25 is true for any
r Žw x.x g L y1, 1 in the case when2, r
r q k y 1 !Ž .
A - .
r y k y 1 !Ž .
Now let
r q k y 1 !Ž .
A G . 27Ž .
r y k y 1 !Ž .
In this case we have
‘ n q k !Ž .2Žk . 25 5x s c xŽ .Ý2, k n n y k !Ž .nsk
n ‘ n q k !Ž .
2 2s A c x q c x y A .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýn n n y k !Ž .nsk nsk
Ž .In view of 27
n q k !Ž .
y A F 0
n y k !Ž .
if n - r. Therefore
‘ ‘ n q k ! n y r ! n q r !Ž . Ž . Ž .2Žk . 2 25 5x F A c x q c x y AŽ . Ž .Ý Ý2, k n n n y k ! n q r ! n y r !Ž . Ž . Ž .nsrnsk
n n y r ! n q k !Ž . Ž .
2F A c x q max y AŽ .Ý n ½ 5n q r ! n y k !rFnF‘ Ž . Ž .ns0
‘ n q r !Ž .
2= c xŽ .Ý n n y r !Ž .nsr
n y r ! n q k !Ž . Ž .2 2Ž r .5 5 5 5F A x q max y A x .2, 0 2, r½ 5n q r ! n y k !rFnF‘ Ž . Ž .
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Thus we get the inequality
5 Žk . 5 2 5 5 2 5 Ž r . 5 2x F A x q max w A , n x ,Ž .2, k 2, 0 2, r
rFnF‘
where
n y r ! n q k !Ž . Ž .
w A , n [ y A .Ž .
n q r ! n y k !Ž . Ž .
In the following we will compute
max w A , n .Ž .
rFnF‘
For n G r q 1 consider the differences
d s w A , n y w A , n y 1 .Ž . Ž .n
It is easy to verify that
n y 1 y r ! n y r !Ž . Ž .
d s y A y c n ,Ž .Ž .n ž /n y 1 q r ! n q r !Ž . Ž .
where
n y 1 q k !n r y kŽ . Ž .
c n s ,Ž .
n y 1 y k !r n y kŽ . Ž .
and consequently
sgn d s sgn A y c n .Ž .Ž .n
Note that
r q k y 1 !Ž .
c r s ,Ž .
r y k y 1 !Ž .
c n - c n q 1 for n G rŽ . Ž .
and
c n “ ‘ if n “ ‘.Ž .
Now analogously to the proof of the Theorem 4, we can prove the
following.
r q k y 1 !Ž .THEOREM 8. Let k, r g N, k - r. Then for any A G and any
r y k y 1 !Ž .
r Žw x.x g L y1, 1 the inequality2, r
5 Žk . 5 2 5 5 2 5 Ž r . 5 2x F A x q w A , n x 28Ž . Ž .2, k 2, 0 2, r0
Ž . Ž .holds if A is such that c n F A F c n q 1 . Gi¤en A the constant0 0
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Ž .w A, i in this inequality is the best possible; i.e.,0
w xF y1, 1 ; r , k , A s w A , n 29Ž . Ž .Ž . 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .if c n F A F c n q 1 , because in this case the inequality 28 becomes0 0
Ž . Ž .an equality for x t s X t .n 0
Žw x . Ž .Note that the function F y1, 1 ; r, k; A defined by 29 is continuous
w Ž . . w Ž . Ž .xon the interval c r , q‘ , linear on any interval c n , c n q 1 , and
n q k ! n q 1 y r !kŽ . Ž .w xF y1, 1 ; r , k ; c n sŽ .Ž .
n q r ! n q 1 y r !rŽ . Ž .
for any n G r.
Ž .Let now x g p and k - r - n. In view of the inequality 26 then
Ž .inequality 25 holds for any x g p with B s 0 ifn
n q k !Ž .
A G .
n y k !Ž .
Let
r q k y 1 ! n q k !Ž . Ž .
F A - . 30Ž .
r y k y 1 ! n y k !Ž . Ž .
Analogously to the Section 3, we can prove the following.
Ž .THEOREM 9. Let k, r, n g N, k - r - n. Then for any A satisfying 30
and any x g p the inequalityn
5 Žk . 5 2 5 5 2 5 Ž r . 5 2x F A x q w A , n x 31Ž . Ž .2, k 2, 0 2, r0
Ž . Ž .holds if A is such that c n F A F c n q 1 and r F n F n y 1. Gi¤en0 0 0
Ž . Ž .A, the constant w A, n in 31 is the best possible and the inequality0
becomes an equality for x s X .n 0
If
n q k !Ž .
c n F A FŽ .
n y k !Ž .
then for any x g p the inequalityn
5 Žk . 5 2 5 5 2 5 Ž r . 5 2x F A x q w A , n xŽ .2, k 2, 0 2, r
n y r ! n q k !Ž . Ž .2 2Ž r .5 5 5 5s A x q y A x 32Ž .2, 0 2, rn q r ! n y k !Ž . Ž .
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Ž .holds. Gi¤en A the constant w A, n in this inequality is the best possible and
the inequality becomes an equality for x s X .n
Ž . Ž .The inequality 32 makes more precise the inequality 26 .
r Žw x . r Žw x.Consider now the set L y1, 1 ; n of functions x g L y1, 1 such2, r 2, r
Ž .that c x s 0 for n F n. For such functions the following inequality ofn
Favard type holds:
n y r ! n q k !Ž . Ž .2 2Žk . Ž r .5 5 5 5x F x . 33Ž .2, k 2, rn q r ! n y k !Ž . Ž .
r Žw x . Ž .Therefore for the functions x g L y1, 1 ; n the inequality 25 holds2, r
n y r ! n q k !Ž . Ž .with A s 0 and B s . Let A G 0. We can also prove the
n q r ! n y k !Ž . Ž .
following.
THEOREM 10. Let k, r, n g N, k - r. Then for any A G 0 and any
r Žw x .x g L y1, 1 ; n the inequality2, r
5 Žk . 5 2 5 5 2 5 Ž r . 5 2x F A x q w A , n x 34Ž . Ž .2, k 2, 0 2, r0
Ž . Ž .holds if A is such that c n F A F c n q 1 and n G n q 1. Gi¤en A the0 0 o
Ž . Ž . Ž .constant w A, n in 34 is the best possible and 34 becomes an equality for0
x s X .n 0
If
0 F A F c n q 1Ž .
r Žw x .then for any x g L y1, 1 ; n the inequality2, r
5 Žk . 5 2 5 5 2 5 Ž r . 5 2x F A x q w A , n x 35Ž . Ž .2, k 2, 0 2, r
Ž .holds. Gi¤en A the constant w A, n in this inequality is the best possible and
the inequality becomes an equality for x s X .nq1
Ž . Ž .The inequality 35 sharpens 33 .
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